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Abstract – While there are many circumstances that can lead to an electrical fire, it is helpful to identify and document known hazardous conditions that can occur in residential electrical wiring. Conditions that can be reproduced in a laboratory, intended to duplicate real-life conditions, can be used to increase knowledge for augmenting fire forensics and as a guide for manufacturers to develop safer, more fire resistant electrical systems. Failure modes for a variety of situations are described along with electrical data, photos, and video frames to show the conditions that produced a hazardous condition. Generally, the electric current produces an overheated condition in the presence of some type of combustible material. This work identifies some of the various conditions that can create the hazardous conditions and shows how wire insulation or other insulating materials, commonly used in homes, can ignite. Fires can initiate simply from exceeding the current rating of the wire or by having the wire bundled or having thermal insulation surround the wire. The types of cases explored include bundled extension cords under rugs and NM-B at the load center entrance with thermal insulation covering the wire. Other potential electrical fire hazards can be caused by broken wires or loose connections that lead to arcing or overheating. Loose wires, especially at an outlet fixture, can create glowing or overheated connections. A study of glowing connections will be presented along with overheating of PVC wiring due to series arcs. Low and high current arc energies will be discussed and compared to the combustible energy of volatile gases produced from wire insulation to illustrate the wide difference in the arc energy compared to chemical combustion energy from the decomposed PVC. Electrical wire insulation properties were also measured on various wire types to show the effects of thermal aging. Hardness of the wire insulation and cracking of the insulation was used as a measure of lifetime at 140 °C. Extrapolation to lower temperatures is described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrically initiated fires can be caused by old as well as new wiring and associated residential electrical equipment. Conditions can be created, generally unintentionally and unknown to the homeowner, that can create a potentially hazardous condition, such as overloaded extension cords, loose wires on outlets, broken wires with intermittent connection, deteriorated wiring, damaged and abused cord sets, corroded plugs and sockets, damaged insulation, etc. There are also many variables, especially with portable cord sets and extension cords, that can increase the probability of starting a fire, such as rugs over cords, curtains near cords, or other highly flammable objects at the site of unintended overheating.

This work is intended to explore various conditions and mechanisms that can lead to electrically initiated fires, showing what conditions created a fire and in some cases showing the resulting current and voltage waveforms. Also covered is the study of the thermal aging effects on typical wiring used in residential applications to measure the effect overheating has on some insulating properties of common residential wire.

This work can be used to identify and prevent potentially hazardous fire conditions, quantify arcing parameters and wire insulation properties as they thermally age.

II. ARCING FAULTS

There are situations in which overheated wiring can lead to arcing and conversely, arcing can lead to overheating and subsequent ignition of the wire insulation, of decomposed gases produced from the insulation, or of nearby combustibles. These conditions can be created by either parallel or series arcing faults. In residential applications, a parallel arcing fault is formed by an arc between the line and neutral or line and ground. This generally can produce a high current fault with a magnitude that depends on the impedance of the faulted circuit. Two examples will be shown that illustrate how fires can start by parallel arcing leading to high temperatures and by overheated wiring that causes parallel arcing that leads to a fire.

A series arcing fault is an unintended arc in series with either the line side wire or the neutral wire. It is unintended because many loads normally produce series arcing (i.e. motor brushes, light switching, bimetal heater controls, high
An unintended series arc could be formed from a break in one leg of an appliance cord or extension cord or from a loose wire at an outlet screw down terminal, or a loose wire nut connection for example. Two conditions for series arcing faults are a glowing contact and continuous series arcing through char, both of which can be produced from unintended series arcing. It is shown how arcing can lead to overheated wire insulation that can decompose and produce ignitable gases that lead to ignition. There are many possibilities in the real world for producing both series and parallel arcing faults.

III. PARALLEL ARCING CAUSING OVERHEATING

This case would be for an arc heating the wire insulation or other nearby ignitable material. One possible situation for creating a parallel arcing fault is by accidental cutting across the line and neutral wires of a 2-wire cord or line/neutral/ground of a 3-wire cord or any combination. If the object cutting the wire is conductive, then an arc may form between the cutting object and the wires. Even a non-conductive cutter may cause the line and neutral wires to short out, depending on the motion of the cutting object and wire. The circuit impedance and the motion of the cutter and wires determine the resulting current waveforms. In many cases, the resulting current is insufficient to cause a standard electro-mechanical (E-M) breaker to trip before possibly initiating a fire. Figures 1-4 illustrate the different response characteristics of three types of circuit breakers available today; standard E-M, AFCI, and GFCI breakers. These waveforms were obtained by using the guillotine test described in UL1699 using SPT-2 appliance cord [1].

The long arcing time of the standard breaker shows how sputtering can go undetected, especially for low available currents. The intermittent, sputtering arcing, does not cause the electro-magnetic (E-M) circuit breaker to magnetically trip because the peak currents are below the trip threshold of the breaker and the current is not continuous.

As seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the time to trip is reduced and the ability to detect sputtering is achieved with the AFCI breaker [2]. The GFCI breaker, in Fig. 4, behaves similar to a E-M breaker with two wire cords, however with 3-wire cords, the GFCI tripped in less than ½ cycle of arcing as seen in Fig. 5. This fault current depended on the geometry of the wires in the cable (i.e. the ground in this case was centered in the molded wire) and which side got cut first, line or neutral wires in the cable (i.e. the ground in this case was centered in the molded wire). This fault current depended on the geometry of the appliance cords under these condition since there is no fault protection would not activate with 2-conductor appliance cords under these condition since there is no ground wire, only parallel arc fault protective devices will sense these conditions.

Many sputtering cycles of current can flow under these conditions and result in potentially hazardous conditions with the potential to start a fire. Frequently, the arcing condition can blow itself out by melting back the copper wires or creating a separation of the conductors. This however may only be temporary and the arcing may reinitiate if the damaged connection is moved or altered in some fashion. Also, if a flammable material is located near the fault, a fire may initiate.

Reducing sputtering arcing time by reducing breaker time-to-trip is expected to reduce the probability of starting a fire.

![Figure 1](image1.png) **Figure 1.** 2-wire fault waveforms with standard electromagnetic 20A breaker (Cutler-Hammer BR120), showing continuous sputtering parallel arcing in a SPT-2 appliance cord with 125 Ams available. E-M breaker did not trip.

![Figure 2](image2.png) **Figure 2.** 2-wire fault waveforms with AFCI 20A breaker (Cutler-Hammer BR120AF with 30 mAms earth leakage), showing sputtering parallel arcing in a SPT-2 appliance cord with 125 Ams available. AFCI breaker tripped (voltage goes to zero).
IV. OVERHEATING CAUSING PARALLEL ARCING

Even without damage or defects, wiring can be subjected to high thermal stresses because of currents at or above the conductor rating or in combination with wire bundling and/or added thermal insulation. Two such overheating leading to arcing scenarios will be explored; an extension cord (considered temporary wiring, but frequently long term) bundled and placed under a rug and behind the wall wiring to a load center. In both cases, thermal insulation temperature ratings are exceeded, even when conducting rated current and currents at 110% of wire rating. In both examples, the overheating is due to a combination of factors that lead to excessive temperatures that results in parallel arcing.

A. TEMPORARY WIRING (APPLIANCE AND EXTENSION CORDS)

According to CPSC fire statistics extension cords and appliance cords are subject to greater abuse and have a greater potential for damage and misapplication, when compared to fixed wiring [3]. Many electrical fires and accidents can be attributed to extension cords. Even though extension cords are temporary, many times they are used long term. They can be stepped on, crushed, cut, abraded, flexed, or subjected to many other types of abuse. These flexible cords are made up of many parallel strands of fine copper wire and can come in two or three conductor varieties with various thermal ratings on the insulation jacket and various wire gauge sizes for current ratings. Various wire insulation types and grades are may also created for higher current appliances such as HPN (neoprene) for higher current...
loads such as heaters, irons, air conditioners or other special applications.

A test was conducted by placing a bundled SPT-2 16/3 (3-wire) 8ft extension cord (white color Slimline model 2241 made by Woods Industries, Inc.) under a rug. 110% (14.3A\textsubscript{rms}) of rated current was conducted for 100 hours. The initial steady-state temperature of the insulation inside the bundle was 165 °C. Shown in Figs 6 - 8 are the temperature of the bundle, the waveforms at the start of fire, and the resulting fire damage to the bundle.

![Diagram of wire insulation temperature over time](image1)

**Figure 6.** Insulation surface temperature measured inside 16/3 SPT-2 extension cord bundle under a 100% cotton rug.

![Waveforms at the time the rug started on fire](image2)

**Figure 7.** Rug test waveforms at the time the rug started on fire. Prior to this time, copious amounts of smoke were coming from the rug.

![Still frames of video footage](image3)

**Figure 8.** Still frames from video footage of 3-wire SPT-2 extension cord bundled in cotton rug at ignition.
The extension cord was 8’ in length. It was wrapped into a coil of approximately 6 to 7” in length for a total of 5 loops and wire tied. Approximately 1 foot of the extension cord extended from each end of the bundle to allow the rug to be wrapped around the wire and connected to the voltage source and load.

With the wire rating on the packaging of 13 A_{rms}, a current of 14.3 A_{rms} (110% of rating) was conducted approximately 8 h each day except on weekends (the work week). Temperature was measured inside the wire bundle with a type T thermocouple connected to a Fluke Hydra data acquisition unit with results as shown in Fig. 6. Temperature slowly increased over time as the wire insulation degraded. Elevated temperature increases wire deterioration, decreasing expected lifetime. The higher the temperature, the shorter the life of the wire insulation. High temperatures cause an increase in leakage current that causes the run-away effect seen in the temperature results in Fig. 6.

Eventually, the temperature becomes so high that the insulation on the wire and the rug begin to produce visible smoke in the air. ½ cycle of arcing then initiated line to ground as seen in Fig. 7. The resulting fire is shown in Fig. 8.

**B. INSULATED NM-B CABLE**

Frequently, NM-B cable, common to many existing and most new and replacement residential installations, is bundled at the load center entrance, typically at the top or bottom of the load center. Also, many applications use a short, < 24”, length of conduit per NEC, to feed the cables into the load center. This can cause the cables, depending on the number and size of the cables, to be bunched together when entering the load center possibly causing excess heating of the cables at this point, depending on currents and ambient temperatures. If the cables in this bundle happen to be carrying fully rated current and if thermal insulation is covering the wires, typical of load centers in finished rooms, then it has been found in this study, that the insulation thermal rating, 90 °C for NM-B, will be exceeded. This condition can be exacerbated by high ambient temperatures, typically found in outdoor installations in the Western United States during the summer [4].

Testing conducted on NM-B cable, consisted of simply a coil of NM-B wire of about 18” diameter to simulate bunching of NM-B cables at a load center. Thermocouples were placed in the center of the wires to measure the insulation temperature. Three different numbers of coil wraps (20, 10, and 5) were used both with and without thermal insulation (3.5” thick Owens Corning fiberglass R-13). Thermal results, shown in Fig. 9, reveal the maximum measured temperature in the middle of the wire bundle. As expected, the higher the currents and the greater the number of coil wraps, the greater the bundle temperature. Temperatures were increased with thermal insulation as expected. Surprisingly, however all cases with thermal insulation exceeded the thermal rating of the cable insulation for rated current. Also, the highest actual temperature depended on the thermocouple position in the wire bundle and thus may not have been at the hottest spot. Three thermocouples (TC’s) were inserted in the center of the bundled cables that were covered in the fiberglass. Each TC was spaced apart by approximately 8 cm. Fiberglass insulation was only wrapped around one-third of the coil as seen in Fig 11.

Steady-state current was applied for approximately 2 to 3.5 hours in each case. Short-circuiting occurred for the 20-wrap case with fiberglass insulation after 3.5 h. Three out of five tests, with 20 wraps, at 18 A_{rms} with fiberglass insulation produced smoke and cable fire ignition and eventually caused the circuit breaker (Westinghouse SWD BA 20 Amp) to trip after the cable arced for approximately 0.3 to 0.6 s. An example of one of the arcing waveforms, shown in Fig. 10, reveals leakage current initially in the ground wire, then after about 4 cycles, a sputtering arc develops between the line and neutral wires with a further increase in the ground current. The three temperatures shown in Fig. 9 above 200 °C at 18 A_{rms} are due to a rapid deterioration of the insulation and subsequent escalation of the temperature many seconds before actual short-circuiting occurred. Even though this particular breaker did not have ground fault or arc fault protection, it still tripped. However, there was significant smoke and heat damage to the insulation and the potential to start a fire was present as seen in the photograph, in Fig. 11, of the cable after this test.

![Figure 9. Temperature measured on the oxide bridge at 2.5 A_{rms} as the glowing filament moved across the oxide surfa](image-url)
Figure 10. Waveforms from NM-B thermally insulated 20-wrap coil, showing long duration, intermittent sputtering fault currents.

Figure 11. Photograph of NM-B thermally insulated 20-wrap coil after arcing.

III. SERIES ARCING

There are many other situations where series arcing can occur, but generally, there are two common situations: a loose connection such as a wire under an outlet screw and a break in one leg of temporary wiring (e.g. SPT-2 cord). By itself, a series arc typically has low arc energy and seemingly poses little or no fire threat. Arc energy is typically low, about 1 Joule for a half cycle of a 5 A rms arc depending on the arc voltage. This is a low energy arcing condition. However, the picture changes in the presence of insulation or if a glowing condition results. Glowing contacts can be created from series arcing and can result in copper wire temperatures that exceed the insulation melting point. Series arcing in the presence of insulation can create char that creates continuous series arcing that can overheat insulation and initiate a fire.

The next two sections will describe in detail the formation and characteristics of the glowing contact and series arcing over char, both of which can lead to fires due to the decomposition of the electrical insulation to produce volatile ignitable gases. However, background on plasticized PVC insulation used on electrical wiring will be reviewed. This will show how plasticized PVC electrical insulation can create ignitable gases and produce char that allows series arcs to persist even at 115 V rms.

A. PVC WIRE CHARING AND DECOMPOSITION

The majority of modern electrical wire insulation is made from plasticized PVC consisting of PVC resin, plasticizers, and other additives. There are two factors that are identified as potential problems for electrical safety from insulation - char and ignitable smoke. Thermal decomposition, from chain stripping of the PVC molecular chain, shown in Fig. 12, creates char [5].

![Bond Break Diagram](image)

Figure 12. The chain stripping process for PVC resin. a). PVC polymer chain with one unbonded carbon. b). Thermal decomposition causes a side-chain to break away [5].

![Hydrogenated Char Diagram](image)

Figure 13. After stripping PVC (Fig.1), further decomposition produces hydrogenated char [5].

After the PVC polymer chains begin stripping, Fig. 13, continued heating above a decomposition temperature, generally > 180 °C, causes the stripped molecules to crosslink with side-chains to form hydrogenated char and hydrogen chloride, Fig. 13. This char is a temperature dependent semiconductor that can lead to over-surface breakdown below 115 V rms [6-8].

Other additives, e.g. antimony flame-retardants can also produce char. Antimony trioxide, Sb2O3, is commonly added to PVC to react with halogen acid, released during a fire, to produce char, which acts as a physical barrier to flame.
spread. Antimony-halogen reactions in fire also keep oxygen from easily combining with fuel contributed by the polymer [5,8].

Starting at room temperature, when PVC wiring is burned, it generally chars and self-extinguishes the flame [5,6]. However, if the insulation is at an elevated temperature, particularly near or above its melting point, 180 °C, the material does not self extinguish but readily burns [5,6]. Because of the chemical composition of electrical grade PVC, when it is pyrolyzed in air, HCl and other gases are produced [11-14]. It is also possible that ultra-fine grade PVC, when it is pyrolized in air, HCl and other gases [5,6]. Because of the chemical composition of electrical insulation, phthalates can begin to decompose at temperatures as low as 105 °C releasing gas phase compounds that, when combined with the oxygen present in air, form an ignitable fuel [5-10]. Table 2 shows a list of these possible decomposition products for DBP as an example. Increased temperatures, from the glowing contact or from arcing, can cause further breakdown of these gaseous compounds to form less complex, but still highly ignitable gases in oxygen such as those listed in Table 3.

For most pure hydrocarbons in air, the auto-ignition temperature, and the temperature at which a flammable mixture will ignite spontaneously, ranges from 540 °C for methane to 240 °C for n-decane – well below reported glowing contact temperatures of 1230 °C [11,12]. The minimum ignition energy, which is the energy from a spark or arc discharge needed to ignite an air fuel mixture, ranges between 0.1 – 0.3 mJ for most combustion fuel-air mixtures. But hydrogen is much lower – around 17 µJ. For reference, a 0.2 A rms ½ cycle of arcing, even at the minimum arc voltage in air of 10 V rms produces about 16 mJ of arc energy, more than enough energy to ignite these combustible mixtures [13]. For reference, the typical spark discharge energy from a human is about 10 mJ [13]. The lower explosive limit (LEL), or the minimum amount of fuel volume % needed to ignite when mixed in air, decreases with an increase in temperature. This means that it takes less fuel gas to make an air-fuel mixture flammable when the area surrounding the wire is heated. Table 3 shows the range of LEL and upper explosive limit (UEL) for some gases that are present in decomposing PVC. It will be recognized that these percentages of gas are very low, even at room temperature. The criteria for forming a combustible mixture, i.e. a mixture that lies in the range between the LEL and UEL, could be achieved when the PVC wire is overheated. For reference purposes, gasoline has a LEL of 1.2 % volume in air at room temperature [10].

Table 1. Common plasticizers for PVC wire insulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBP</td>
<td>di-n-butyl phthalate</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{4}(COOC_{4}H_{9})_{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEHP</td>
<td>di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{4}(COOC_{17}H_{35})_{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPHP</td>
<td>di-propylheptyl phthalate</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{4}(COOC_{19}H_{37})_{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DINP</td>
<td>di-isonylphthalate</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{4}(COOC_{19}H_{37})_{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDP</td>
<td>di-isodecyl phthalate</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{4}(COOC_{19}H_{37})_{2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Compounds emitted from PVC insulation heated from 40 °C to 250 °C [9] and MSDS sheets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>LEL (% vol in air)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{6}</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene (Methylbenzene)</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{5}CH_{3}</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl benzene</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{5}CH_{2}CH_{3}</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3 Dimethylbenzene</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{10}</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styrene</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{8}</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2 Dimethylbenzene</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{10}</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylenebenzene</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{12}</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phthalic Anhydride</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{4}O_{3}</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indene</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{8}</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butylbenzene</td>
<td>C_{10}H_{14}</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diethyl Phthalate</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{4}(COOC_{6}H_{13})_{2}</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dibutyl Phthalate</td>
<td>C_{6}H_{4}(COC_{2}C_{4}H_{9})_{2}</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ignitable gases that may be formed from further decomposition of compounds in Table 2 [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>LEL (vol% in air)</th>
<th>UEL (vol% in air)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetylene</td>
<td>C_{2}H_{2}</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene</td>
<td>C_{2}H_{4}</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>CH_{4}</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethane</td>
<td>C_{2}H_{6}</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butane</td>
<td>C_{4}H_{6}</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>C_{3}H_{8}</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Monoxide</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>H_{2}</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A gas chromatograph (GC), EG&G Chandler Engineering, series 400 AGC, model 04121-SP, was used to identify and quantify some of the gases produced from pyrolyzing a sample of SPT-2 insulation in air as shown in Fig. 14. The analysis shows many gases are produced that can be highly flammable when mixed in air to meet the LEL.

A gas chromatograph (GC), EG&G Chandler Engineering, series 400 AGC, model 04121-SP, was used to identify and quantify some of the gases produced from pyrolyzing a sample of SPT-2 insulation in air as shown in Fig. 14. The analysis shows many gases are produced that can be highly flammable when mixed in air to meet the LEL.

Performing different tests using a range of current levels, the glowing filament was noted to continue to persist especially at low currents (0.9 $A_{rms}$ to 4 $A_{rms}$) and lengthen, along the copper wires, consuming the copper and converting the copper-to-copper oxide [12,16]. The oxide-breeding rate at 1.17$A_{rms}$ was about 3 mm/h. Surprisingly, the lower the current, the more stable and longer lasting the glow. Glowing was much more difficult to sustain at currents above 13 $A_{rms}$, much more so than currents below 5 $A_{rms}$.

Temperature measurements of the glow, shown in Fig. 16, reveal a peak glowing filament temperature of 1200 °C [12]. Temperature measurements over a wide current range, seen in Fig 17, show the glowing temperature to sharply decrease below 1.5 $A_{rms}$, remain flat up to 5 $A_{rms}$, and begin to increase above 6 $A_{rms}$. Any of these temperatures are high enough to decompose electrical insulation.

A micrograph of the remaining oxide bridge from a glowing connection in which the current was slowly lowered to extinguish the glow, Fig. 18, shows a conductive “glow track”. The significance of this track was the ability for the glow to be reestablished with only the application of voltage across the connection. Typically, however once the glowing connection is extinguished, the copper oxide forms a non-conductive bridge that insulates the connection and prevents the circuit from reestablishing current flow. To reestablish current flow the oxide had to typically be removed or broken through to establish metal-to-metal contact. The “glow track” phenomenon was an exception.

The dynamic resistance of the glowing connection was measured as shown in Fig. 19 for a current of 2.9 $A_{rms}$. There is an interesting modulation of the resistance at the zero-crossings that corresponds to the drop in temperature of the filament when the current is low (i.e. near current-zero). High currents result in lower peak changes in resistance [12].

The average glowing contact voltage was measured at seven different current levels, at the time the glowing was initiated, to determine the average power dissipated in the connection as a function of current, as shown in Fig. 20. As the current rises from 0.9 $A_{rms}$ to 5 $A_{rms}$, the wattage rises from 7 W to 25 W and remains fairly constant at 25 W up until about 16 $A_{rms}$. At this point the wattage rapidly increases to 50 W at 20 $A_{rms}$. A voltage minimum is seen near 13 $A_{rms}$ and increases for both higher and lower currents. The voltage is also well below minimum arc voltage for copper (12 V) for all currents, with the exception of an occasional spike in the voltage, due to oxide cracking and particles ejecting from the glow region [12,16].

C). GLOWING CONTACTS

There are many ways for electrical wires to become separated, broken, or loose and become subjected to repeated make and break action or vibration. For instance, the solid copper wire may never have been adequately torqued in an outlet receptacle and there could then be repeated motion from plugging and unplugging the male plug. A loose or broken wire connection in an outlet fixture, undergoing intermittent make/break condition under load, creates series arcing between the conductors forming a semi-conductive copper oxide, Cu$_2$O, film at the interface [14]. This oxide formation can lead to an overheated resistive joint that can eventually form a molten bridge of copper and copper oxide at a temperature of at least 1235 °C (melting point of Cu$_2$O) - well above the melting and vaporization temperature of polymeric insulation used in wiring [11,12]. Heat from a glowing joint can flow down the copper wires to overheat insulation not located directly at the glowing connections.

A fixture was designed and built to allow the ends of two 1mm diameter copper wires to touch and complete a resistive series circuit. One conductor was fixed and the other was moved back and forth, with current flowing, to replicate a loose arcing connection with each make/break operation. After making/breaking the connection approximately 250 times, the initial bridging filament precursor that forms just prior to glowing is seen in Fig 15a. The remaining photographs show how the glowing contact attacks the copper creating a longer and longer glowing filament. The glowing filament, c.a. 50 µm diameter, meanders around the black copper oxide formed between the wires. The wires were not moved after the glowing initiated [12,16].

The average glowing contact voltage was measured at seven different current levels, at the time the glowing was initiated, to determine the average power dissipated in the connection as a function of current, as shown in Fig. 20. As the current rises from 0.9 $A_{rms}$ to 5 $A_{rms}$, the wattage rises from 7 W to 25 W and remains fairly constant at 25 W up until about 16 $A_{rms}$. At this point the wattage rapidly increases to 50 W at 20 $A_{rms}$. A voltage minimum is seen near 13 $A_{rms}$ and increases for both higher and lower currents. The voltage is also well below minimum arc voltage for copper (12 V) for all currents, with the exception of an occasional spike in the voltage, due to oxide cracking and particles ejecting from the glow region [12,16].
Figure 15. Photographs showing the initial bridge formation, glowing filament (or “worm”) and growth progression of the copper oxide (dark area) between two 1mm diameter, 37x magnification, stationary copper wires at 1.17 $A_{\text{rms}}$. Exposure time was 125 ms [16].

Figure 16. Temperature measured on oxide bridge at 2.5$A_{\text{rms}}$ as the glowing filament moved across the oxide surface [12].

Figure 17. The measured glowing filament temperatures were typically near the melting point of Cu$_2$O and increased above 7.5 $A_{\text{rms}}$ [12].

Figure 18. An optical image of open circuit glow track impression on bridge [12].

Figure 19. Dynamic resistance of glowing contact (2.9 $A_{\text{rms}}$, 1mm diameter copper) shows large increase in resistance near current zero [12].
D. SERIES ARCING INITIATED BY GLOWING CONTACTS

Many electrical fires and accidents can be attributed to extension cords. Even though extension cords are temporary, many times they are used long term. They can be stepped on, crushed, cut, abraded, flexed, or subjected to many other types of abuse. These flexible cords are made up of many parallel strands of fine copper wire and can come in 2 or three conductor varieties with various thermal ratings on the insulation jacket and various wire gauge sizes for current ratings. Appliance cords are also similar in design and materials and can be also subjected to the above-mentioned abuses.

Tests were conducted on SPT-2 cord (60 °C rated) to illustrate how when one leg of the cord is broken, this can cause series arcing and can lead to a fire. It was also show under these conditions, that continuous series arcing persisted and did not form a parallel arcing condition. Furthermore, these fires were started with currents as low as 1.7 A_{rms} [16].

It is shown that the decomposition of PVC wire insulation, caused from a glowing contact, can create flammable gases that can be ignited by an arc initiated by a break in the glowing contact.

This set of experiments is intended to show that it is possible to produce hazardous fire conditions when the copper wire strands in one leg are broken and there is subsequent “make and break” of conductors. The make/break action can lead to a glowing contact, a precursor to continuous series arcing and flashes from ignitable gases.

A test fixture, described in [16], was used to create a glowing connection between two copper wires, used to replicate a broken conductor in one leg of SPT-2 wire. Two copper wires, 1mm diameters, were inserted into a leg of SPT-2 insulation that had the stranded wire removed. The adjacent leg of the wire remained intact and current was monitored to measure if the series arc progressed into a parallel fault condition. After repeated make/break operations at 5 A_{rms}, a glowing contact was created. The glow progressed into a series arc as seen in the waveforms in Fig. 21. The series arcing, inside the SPT-2 insulation, heated the insulation to decomposition temperatures, causing volatile, ignitable gases to be produced in the air surrounding the wire. The arcing ignited the gases and caused fireballs and flame too be produced for many seconds from the insulation. The flames were caused from the volatile gases and not from arcing. The arc only ignites the gases.

Figure 21 shows selected frames from the high-speed video camera, (Redlake MotionScope 8000S), at 1000 fps illustrating an example of the three phases that were identified during the formation and life of a series arc – overheating, ignition, and burnout for a glowing connection causing the overheating. After approximately 1000 make/break operations, the glowing contact was self-sustaining (time zero) and the setup was undisturbed. Approximately 30 s later, visible smoke appeared as seen in Fig 21 a) (overheating phase). The current waveform, measured with a current transformer (CT) (F.W. Bell model BB25), appeared fairly sinusoidal and continuous during this period, just prior to time 30.060 s, and voltage was distorted but continuous, indicative of a glowing connection. The glowing voltage, in many cases, transitions from a resistive (not visibly glowing) to fully glowing. The wattage dissipated at full glowing corresponds to a clearly visible orange colored glowing filament in the wire gap.

At 30.232 s a visible flame first appeared outside the insulation (not shown). 1 ms later a bright flash occurred and subsequently continued with almost each half cycle. Figure 21b (31.508 s) illustrates the current and voltage wave shape during the gas ignition phase. Arcing across the break in the conductors is occurring with each half-cycle. Some sensor blooming is likely producing a larger flash than may be actually occurring as seen in Fig. 21b. The paper indicator located about 4 cm above the insulation, eventually ignited (Fig 21c).

It was determined that the series arcing, initiated in one leg of SPT-2 insulation did not necessarily break though to the adjacent leg and create a high current parallel arc condition.

In the case of a PVC line cord, the wire strands break internally at the end of the molded strain relief from repeated pulling on the wire cord or from mechanical pinching or cutting. Damaged wiring (one leg broken, line or neutral), loose connections, etc. in 115V_{ac} applications, can create series arcing from the make/break action of the damaged connection. This series arc, even though it is low in current,
typically < 20 $A_{\text{rms}}$ still results in a plasma hot enough (2000 to 5000 °K) to char insulation located in close proximity to the arc. This charring can deposit onto the copper wire making it a good thermionic emitter. Charring on the inside of the insulator surface, between the two conductors can also occur. A carbonaceous path between the contaminated conductors can result in intermittent arcing between cracks formed in the char on the insulation surface or directly across the contaminated conductors. Carbon, on the wire, heated by an arc initially formed from mechanical contact of the two conductors, continues to arc because of the thermionic emission properties of the carbon [17]. Continued arcing can lead to further char formation and can lead to subsequent continuous series arcing. [12-16].

**E). SERIES ARC OVER CHAR**

The second geometry, select images shown in Fig. 22, illustrates an over-surface charring condition, rather than a glowing contact, that produced the initial overheating of the insulation. This is apparent in the corresponding waveforms

![Figure 21](image1.png)

**Figure 21.** Selected high-speed video images showing gases being ignited at 5 $A_{\text{rms}}$ from SPT-2 PVC line cord. Waveforms illustrate a). overheating from a glowing contact, b). gas ignition, and c). burnout of PVC insulation. Waveforms are not synchronized to images but are representative of typical waveforms seen over many tests. Voltage scale is right axis (glowing voltage scale shown amplified). Waveforms acquired approximately 30 s after overheating condition established. Total acquisition time of images was 4 s [16].

![Figure 22](image2.png)

**Figure 22.** Selected synchronized high-speed video frames and waveforms showing a). overheating via over surface charring b). ignition, and c). burn out for 1.67 $A_{\text{rms}}$ PVC insulation. Arrows indicate time of image [16].
for the overheating phase (Fig. 22a). The current consists of high frequency bursts of arcing rather than a smooth continuous waveform as compared to Fig. 22a. This low level intermittent arcing, during the overheating phase, continued for about 250 ms. The current then transitioned from intermittent arcing into continuous arcing (half-cycles of current with “shoulders” around current zero as shown in Fig 22b). The first visible flame appeared outside the insulation at 800 ms (Fig 22b). After approximately 2296 ms, the series arcing transitioned to low level high frequency sputtering, as indicated by the waveforms in Fig. 22 c) at burnout.

This shows that series arcs can initiate fires with currents as low as 1.7 A_{rms} and possibly lower.

F). ARC ENERGY VERSUS CHEMICAL ENERGY

Calculations comparing series arc energy to parallel arc energy to chemical energy from volatile gases produced by overheated PVC wiring show just how low series arc energy is when compared to the other two. However, series arcs, even below 5 A_{rms} are not to be ignored, since they still can produce hazardous conditions as seen in the glowing contact section and in the upcoming series arcing section.

Parallel Arc Energy

This is the high current mode, thus producing high arc energy that depends on the available fault current and how the fault is made. A parallel fault current, seen in Fig. 1, produced a sputtering arc of 125 Arms, below a typical electromagnetic MCB magnetic trip threshold of around 195 A_{rms}. Using, this current and the arcing voltage of 13 V_{rms} gives an arc energy per half-cycle of 60 Hz current of 13.5 J or 1620 J/s. The total arcing energy in Fig. 1 was about 1300 J.

Series Arc Energy

This is compared to a series arc, which is dictated by the load. Typical load currents in a home can range from around 0.7A_{rms} up to 20 A_{rms}, steady state for 115 V_{rms} circuits. So for arcing energy for a series arc the range, per half-cycle, would be 0.18 to 5 J (using 30 V_{rms} as a typical series arc voltage). Series arcing however can be continuous for many seconds and thus produce energies high enough to support combustion (120 half-cycles/s times 0.18 to 5 J/half-cycles equates to 22 to 600 J/s). This can also be compared to glowing connection wattage of around 8 to 50 J/s (over minutes to hours) depending on the current level and stability of glowing connection.

Chemical Energy

In contrast to the low series arcing energy, the chemical energy of gases from decomposed PVC wire have substantially more potential energy and capacity for starting a fire with only a short duration arc to initiate the combustion. The flame shown in Fig. 4 can be obtained by estimating the diameter of the fireball (5cm) and assume it is round. Then, using hydrogen gas as an example, the energy released with each gas ignition can be calculated using the heat of combustion for hydrogen (141.8 kJ/g) and the density of hydrogen (0.089 g/l at 0°C). The volume of gas would be 4/3πr^3 or 65 ml. The energy released is 820 J/half-cycle, assuming an unrealistic complete burning of the fuel. This energy could be released about every half-cycle or during times of combustion, depending on the rate of vaporization of the fuel source (i.e. wire insulation or other nearby combustible). Thus, 98 kJ/s could be produced. In reality, this will be lower because of non-stoichiometric ratios of fuel to oxygen and not every half-cycle causing ignition.

Still, even a reduced number is significantly greater than the energies from arcing or glowing. Obviously, the gas will consist of a mixture of gases and the heat of combustion will depend on the mixture and the amount of oxygen available. It is important to note that, the released amount of chemical energy is significantly higher when compared to the series or even the parallel arc.

IV. THERMAL AGING OF WIRING

A. INSULATION ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

Accelerated aging studies were conducted on various types of common wiring used in residential applications to determine how the electrical parameters change over time. This was used to establish a general trend since these measurements are very difficult to make on actual wires rather than prepared laboratory samples of insulation. But they were done to get a measure of the variation in real world wiring and to maintain the actual sample conditions.

An oven was used to heat the wire samples at a known temperature, 100 °C and 130 °C, for a known time to accelerate the aging process of the electrical insulation. Various electrical parameters were measured to determine how these parameters changed as the wire insulation aged.

Insulation measurements included ac impedance at 1500Vac and 60 Hz, dc resistance at 500 Vdc, Tan(δ) at 1kHz, and capacitance at 1 kHz. Testing consisted of removing the wire samples from the oven at regular intervals. After cooling, measurements were made and the samples were returned to the oven. Results are summarized graphically in Figures 23 and 24. Six wire types were tested (SPT-2 white, SPT-2 Brown, BX old, BX new, NM-B, and SJTW). For each wire type, three identical samples
Figure 23. Accelerated thermal aging results from various types of residential wiring. Each data point is an average taken from three samples.
Figure 24. Accelerated thermal aging results from various types of residential wiring. Each data point is an average taken from three samples.

were used. Initial measurements were made on all the samples. Each data point shown in the Figures represents an average of the three readings, one from each of the three from a residence, was estimated to be 60 years old. All other samples were new PVC insulation types. Measurements reported are for connections made between line and neutral wires, however, all combinations were measured for three wire cables (i.e. line-neutral, line-ground, neutral–ground). A smoothing function was used to show the general trends in the data.

A Keithley 6487 picoammeter, with two 22MΩ-quieting resistors in series and a ground shield, was used to make 500Vdc resistance measurements. A Stanford Research Systems model SR720 LCR bridge was used to measure the capacitance and tan(δ). A Slaughter dielectric breakdown tester, model 1106-5, was used as the 1500V rms 60 Hz ac source for measuring ac impedance along with a Fluke model 83V multimeter for measuring current. Durometer was measured using handheld gauges made by Rex Gauge Co. model A-07496 (Shore A scale) and model D-02013 (Shore D scale).

While there was difficulty in obtaining reliable and repeatable results, due to using real wires rather than prepared insulation samples, of all the measurements, the dc resistance appeared to be a somewhat reliable indicator of insulation condition. The dc resistance, for example in the SJTW wire in Fig 24, measured between the line and neutral wires, clearly shows an initial drop in insulation resistance for the first 100 hours at 130 °C. The resistance then slowly increased over time as the wire became embrittled. All the other parameters remained relatively flat.

The initial fall in resistance was attributed to the initial softening of the polymer. Softer polymers would have more mobility in the polymer chains and increased volume to allow greater electronic conduction and thus lower resistance. The rise in resistance was attributed to the decrease in the polymer volume due to a loss of plasticizer with aging. Lower volume would restrict molecular motion and reduce electronic and ionic conduction. The measurements where further complicated by the fact that many PVC wires contain calcium carbonate as filler. Calcium carbonate is hydroscopic and when the wires were removed from the oven for measurements, differing amounts of water can be absorbed by the wire depending on the room humidity and length of time at room temperature. Other types of fillers can also be hydroscopic and effect the electrical measurements.
It can be seen that the ac impedance (i.e. the resistive and capacitive components) did not vary much. Also, the capacitance and the tan(δ) remained relatively constant. In some other wire types, it was noted that the capacitance and tan(δ) dropped within the first 50 hours of aging. This could be attributed to the decomposition of plasticizer from the insulation.

To summarize the results, the 130 °C temperature had a greater effect on all the parameters than the 100 °C tests. The impedance, in some samples increased slightly with time at 130 °C as is reflected in the decrease in capacitance but generally did not change significantly. The dc resistance showed how aging changed the charge carrier properties of the insulation. Initially, thermal aging causes a significant amount of plasticizer to evaporate from the PVC insulation.

It can be concluded that there is no definitive end-of-life that can be made from this type of electrical data. The wires, especially the SPT-2 wires were extremely brittle, and could crack if bent or shatters if struck. It was shown that a sputtering parallel arcing could result by cracking the insulation of one of the SPT-2 wires. However, without cracking the insulation all the wires could still carry current and withstand line voltage and 1500 Vrms.

Many of the problems with aged wires can occur when brittle wires are disturbed either when replacing outlets, switches, etc., or when wiring is moved for whatever the reason. The insulation can crack and expose bare copper wire that can create a shock hazard or even cause a glowing or a parallel fault.

B. INSULATION HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS

Another set of aging tests was also performed on a set of various wire types, shown in Figs. 25–29, to show how the durometer or hardness of the insulation on the wires changes with accelerated thermal aging. Depending on the durometer of the insulation, either the Shore A (model 1500-A-07496) or Shore D (model 1500-D-02013) scale durometer, made by Rex Gauge Co., was used for measurements. The wire samples were removed from the oven and allowed to cool prior to making a measurement. The spring-loaded indenter head of the handheld durometer was pressed into the wire insulation and the depth of the indenter indicated the durometer. The wire was then wrapped around a 0.5” diameter mandrel to determine if the insulation was brittle enough to crack. A new section along the length of the wire was used for each bending test to eliminate fatigue failures. An equation was developed, based on measured values of Shore A versus Shore D scales, to convert Shore A results to Shore D. This conversion, shown below, allowed for continuous curve fit plots to be made as seen in Figs. 25 – 30. There was little change in durometer at 110 °C. However, at 140 °C durometer changed significantly. It is

\[
\text{ShoreD} = 0.00525e^{0.283\text{ShoreA} - 0.0035(\text{ShoreA})^2 + 1.63E-5(\text{ShoreA})^3}
\]
VI. CONCLUSIONS

Electrical fires can be initiated from a wide range of conditions. Many conditions, loose or corroded plugs/outlets, last strand, back wired outlets, high resistance connections, component failure, wire insulation moisture absorption, surge and lightning voltage charring insulation and others, have not been discussed in this work and need to also be recognized as potential sources of fire hazards.

Some of the potential hazards identified in this work include extra thermal insulation over wires, currents near or above wire ratings, parallel arcing faults below the magnetic trip level of a traditional circuit breaker, glowing connections from loose joints or broken wires, and unintended series arcs from motion of broken stranded or solid wires.

The following can be concluded: AFCI type breakers may reduce the likelihood of starting a fire by reducing the effective "magnetic trip" level and recognizing sputtering arc patterns.

Overloading and bundling an extension cord under a rug or other thermal insulator is not a good idea! This is known but many times ignored. Wire insulation temperature ratings are easily exceeded even at 90% rated currents.

Bundled NM-B wire at the load center has the potential for overheating, especially if added thermal insulation covers the wires. Careful wiring practices need to be observed, especially in high ambient environments, to insure wire insulation temperature ratings are not exceeded.

Glowing connections alone can cause overheating of electrical wire insulation at currents as low as 0.9 A_{rms}. Glowing can initiate continuous arcing and can lead to series or parallel arcing.

Intermittent series arcing can produce char on electrical insulation that can lead to continuous series arcing and ignition of insulation. Series arcing can initiate fires at currents of 1.7 A_{rms} and potentially lower. Both series and parallel arcing can cause PVC insulation to decompose and produce ignitable gases. The decomposition gases, when ignited, release significantly higher amounts of energy than the series or parallel arc.

Residential electrical wiring insulation becomes brittle with accelerated thermal aging. Arcing faults may result from cracking and breakage of the brittle wire insulation even though electrical properties, including withstanding 1500V_{rms} are maintained. Hardness testing on aged wire insulation generally correlated well with end-of-safe-life as determined by insulation cracking when flexed. For PVC based wire insulation, hardness maybe a convenient method for determining wire life. This type of data could be time and
temperature shifted to show expected lifetime at room temperature conditions.

All these hazards identified may be mitigated by observing prudent practices - not loading wires to capacity, not bundling wires together, not adding excessive thermal insulation, insuring good connections, and not using damaged wires.

However, accidents and unexpected results still happen. Unintentional series or parallel arcing or glowing has the potential to produce fires in aged as well as new residential wiring. While it may not always be feasible or practical to continuously check wiring condition, fault and shock hazard protection can be enhanced through the use of GFCI and AFCI type circuit protection.

Continuous improvements in connection methods, insulation materials, installation standards, and arc fault detection/protection and insulation monitoring are needed to reduce residential fires.
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